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Abstract

This paper describes an in vivo measurement technique to calculate di-
electric properties of blood excluding the contributions from surround-
ing tissues, based on analysis of the pulsatile component bioimpedance
spectroscopy data. A tetrapolar electrode system applied on the fin-
gers is simulated by a pspice equivalent circuit, and current is injected
with frequency ranging from 5 kHz to 100 MHz. The finger is modeled
as three parts: arterial blood, surrounding tissues and incremental in-
fused arterial blood during systole. The pulsatile curve is fitted to a
Cole-Cole model by Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) nonlinear curve fit-
ting. Using the pulsatile impedance data, electrical properties of blood
and surrounding tissues can be separated successfully. Parameter ac-
curacies are illustrated according to various noise levels and sampling
rates.

Keywords—Bioimpedance spectroscopy; pulsatile impedance
wave; Cole-Cole model; nonlinear curve fitting.

1 Introduction

The bioimpedance measurements in humans have been
receiving considerable attentions during the past two
decades because of several advantages, such as low cost,
easy application, non-invasiveness and on-line monitor-
ing. The original bioimpedance technique was bioelectrical
impedance analysis (BIA). Within a decade, this technique
evolved into the more advanced technique known as bioelec-
trical impedance spectroscopy (BIS), also called multiple-
frequency bioimpedance analysis (MFBIA). BIS applies
multi-frequency stimulations to measure body impedance.
This technique has been widely used for many applications,
such as:
• Body fluid measurement[1][2]. This method estimates ex-
tracellular fluid (ECF), intracellular fluid (ICF) and total
body water (TBW);
• Tissue volume change. A typical application of this type
is the impedance plethysmography[3].
• Tissue characterization. These techniques are mostly
based on Cole-Cole model in terms of Cole-Cole impedance
parameters[4]. e.g. in [5], normal and ischemic tissues are
differentiated by comparing r0 and fc. in [6], Zhao et al.
calculated plasma resistance, intracellular resistance and
cell membrane capacitance of blood using three measuring
frequencies.

Characterization of blood bioimpedance properties is of
importance for the development of methods estimating
some clinical indices such as haematocrit, glucose level, hy-
dration, etc. The ability to make in vivo measurements
would be a great advance; however, traditional impedance
spectroscopy of blood measurements are in vitro[6][7], or

represent an average of all tissues involved in the measure-
ment field, rather than the blood signal alone. In this paper,
we propose a novel approach to measure blood impedance
in vivo by analysis of data from the cardiac induced pul-
satile impedance signal. These data are used to fit a non-
linear model, from which arterial blood parameters are sep-
arated from those of the surrounding tissues.

2 Methods

A tetrapolar impedance sensor is applied on index fin-
ger or between index and middle fingers so that an alter-
nating current enters finger from two injection electrodes
and the voltage is measured between two detection elec-
trodes. The physiological structure of this compartment is
relatively simple compared with other measuring sites (e.g.
chest) and can be approximated with a cylindrical model
describe as Fig. 1.

Figure 1. A tetrapolar BIS sensor is applied on a fin-
ger segment, modeled as a cylindrical model which
contains a uniform blood and tissue compartment.

Artery expansion during heart systole increases its cross
section area from Sa to Sa+∆Sa and the arterial impedance
of this segment decreases correspondingly from Za to Za −
∆Za. The fractional variation is thus ∆Za/Za = −∆Sa/Sa.
This impedance signal varies with the same frequency as the
ECG signal but delayed phase. For simplicity, here we use
a sinusoidal wave to simulate the real pulsatile wave (Fig.
2).

In order to build a computational model, we categorize
finger tissues into two groups: 1) Tissue, which includes
everything except arterial blood (ie. muscle, fat, interstitial
fluid, venous and capillary blood), and 2) Arterial blood.
There are two situations for arterial blood volume: 1) Di-
astole: arterial blood volume is minimum, and 2) Systole:
maximum arterial expansion. Based on analysis above, the
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Figure 2. An illustration of the pulsatile impedance
wave at a measuring frequency. Zd: impedance (up-
per dash line) corresponding to the heart diastole;
Zs: impedance (lower dash line) corresponding to
the maximum arterial expansion during heart sys-
tole; Zdiff : The difference between Zd and Zs

pulsatile bioimpedance model of a finger can be described
as three electrical components in parallel (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. The bioimpedance model of pulsatile wave
on a finger, modeled as three parallel impedances.
Tissue and arterial blood are grouped as part I (with
impedance ZI), while the incremental blood in the
artery is part II (with impedance ZII).

The pulsatile impedance measurements Zd and Zs (Fig.
2) are modelled to originate from the tissue model (Fig.
3) where tissue and arterial blood are represented by
impedance ZI and incremental blood is represented by
impedance ZII . During diastole, Zd = ZI , while during
systole, Zs = ZI‖ZII . During the transition from systole to
distribution, ZII increases as the incremental blood leaves
the arteries.

The impedance spectral data are fitted to the Cole-Cole
equation [4],

Z(f) = R∞ +
R0 − R∞

1 + j(f/fc)1−a
(1)

where R∞ is the impedance at infinite frequency, R0 is the
impedance at zero frequency, and fc is the characteristic

frequency of the tissue or model under analysis. α is the
constant that characterizes the Cole distribution function.
Data are fitted using a nonlinear regression algorithm. The
resulting model parameter vector for each tissue group is
m = [R0, R∞, fc, α].

The Cole-Cole curve of incremental blood (part II, in Fig.
3) is calculated as follows:
1. From BIS measurements at diastole, we obtain the Cole-
Cole curve parameters of Zd(f) = ZI (Fig. 4(a), marker ∗);
2. From measurements at systole, we obtain the parameters
of Zs(f) = ZI‖ZII by (Fig. 4(a), marker +).
3. The Cole-Cole curve of Zib(f) = ZII (Fig. 4(b), marker
◦) is calculated by

Zib(f) =
Zd(f)Zs(f)

Zd(f) − Zs(f)
(2)

The calculated Zib(f) is blood-related only, based on the
model of Fig. 3.

Of the Cole-Cole parameters obtained above, R0 and R∞
are geometry-related which are sensitive to body segment
dimension changes, electrode movement, and blood pres-
sure changes, etc; fc is relatively stable against body seg-
ment geometrical variations; α is insensitive to tissue prop-
erty variation[5]; Therefore, fc is a good candidate for char-
acterizing blood bioimpedance properties. (R0, R∞ and the
ratio R0/R∞ are also helpful with careful calibrations)

3 Results

In order to test this method, we simulate a finger circuit
model using a Spice equivalent circuit model with R,C,L
components. The model is designed to simulate the physi-
ological structure of a finger and the skin-electrode contact
interface, with a frequency sweep of 88 points, logarithmi-
cally distributed from 5 kHz to 100 MHz. Blood volume in
artery is modeled to increase by 10% during systole. The
Cole-Cole curve of incremental blood (Zib(f), 4(b)) is calcu-
lated from Zd(f) and Zs(f) (4(a)) through (2); Zd(f) (Fig.
4(c)) and Zib(f) (Fig. 4(d)) are fitted using the Levenberg-
Marquardt (LM) nonlinear regression method[8].

Noise analysis is conducted as follows: pusatile
impedance is modeled as a sinusoidal wave with ampli-
tude 1 Ω and frequency 1 Hz on top of a constant pulsatile
impedance of 1 kΩ. (Fig. 5(a)); zero-mean, white Gaus-
sian noise with standard deviation 10Ω is added and the
noisy signal is illustrated in Fig. 5(b). Zdiff and Zd are
calculated by minimizing a cost function

J =
∑

i

(
Zd − 1

2
Zdiff +

1
2
Zdifff(ti) − F (ti)

)2

(3)

where F (t) is the pulsatile impedance wave measured at
each frequency, i = 1, 2, . . . , n; n is the number of samples;
f(t) is a unit prototype function to mimic pulsatile shape.
Here we use a unit amplitude sinusoidal signal as f(t).

The accuracy of the calculated Cole-Cole parameter de-
pend highly on the signal-to-noise ratio and sampling rates.
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Figure 4. (a) Cole-Cole curve of Zd(f), and Zs(f), il-
lustrated as ′∗′ and ′+′, respectively; (b) pulse curve
Zib(f); where Zd(f)‖Zib(f) = Zs(f). (c) Zd(f) is
fitted in a ECFC model[9]. The Spice simulated data
and the fitted data are denoted as ′x′ and solid lines,
respectively. (d) the pulse curve is fitted in a 1st

order Cole-Cole model.

Table I shows parameter accuracies as function of SNR,
while table II is of sampling rates. Impedance data are
collected over 10 seconds per measuring frequency, and sta-
tistical results are based on 1000 independent simulations.
The errors are evaluated by the square root of Normal-
ized Mean Square Error (NMSE): Err x = σx

µx
, in which σ

and µ are the standard deviation and mean of the calcu-
lated parameters, [Zdiff , Zd, R0, R∞, fc, α]. Results show
parameter errors decrease in proportion to square root of
sample number n, σ ∝ 1/

√
n. The primary error sources

from pulsatile impedance peak-peak amplitude Zdiff ; Pa-
rameters have various error levels under same experimental
conditions (R0 is the lowest and α is the highest); Decreas-
ing SNR dramatically reduces accuracies.
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Figure 5. The simulated pulsatile impedance wave. (a)
noise free signal; (b) noisy signal. (sampling fre-
quency is 40Hz)

TABLE I

Measurement error and corresponding Cole-Cole parameter error,

as a function of SNR. (Sampling rate is 1kHz)

SNR(dB) 0 −5 −10 −20
Err
Zdiff (%)

1.350 2.555 4.308 13.89

Err Zd(%) 0.0016 0.0031 0.0054 0.011
Err R0(%) 0.1911 0.3240 0.6594 1.867
Err R∞(%) 0.5772 0.9659 1.511 5.791
Err fc(%) 0.884 1.614 2.453 8.302
Err α(%) 5.588 11.76 17.70 62.37

4 Discussion

This paper introduces a method to measure arterial blood
impedance from pulsatile blood impedance measurements.
This technique offers the following advantages. In term of
physiology, the pulse curve is generated from a homoge-



TABLE II

Measurement error and corresponding Cole-Cole parameter errors,

as a function of sampling rate. (SNR=-20dB)

Sampling
rate(Hz)

101 102 103 104 105

Err
Zdiff (%)

184.1 47.30 13.89 4.514 1.363

Err Zd(%) 1.001 0.030 0.011 0.003 0.0008
Err R0(%) 196.7 90.60 1.867 0.605 0.184
Err R∞(%) 131.3 70.06 5.791 1.865 0.514
Err fc(%) 490.6 233.6 8.302 2.814 0.786
Err α(%) 308.9 150.3 62.37 19.27 5.661

neous medium – blood. Parameters of this curve, such as
fc, can be more representative for blood characterization
compared with those from curves such as Zd(f) or Zs(f)
which are generated from multi-tissues due to heterogene-
ity in the measuring field. The inductive effect in curves
Zd(f) and Zs(f), corresponding to the sub-ripple on the
high frequency end (Fig. 4(a)), can be observed in many
real measurements even on homogenous tissue[9]. This is
alleviated in the pulsatile curve in which, although there
still has a extension to negative part of imaginary axis at
high frequency, it can be regarded as extrapolation of the
Cole-Cole curve without affecting Cole parameters’ fitting
accuracy. During curve fitting, by using pulse curve, we
don’t need to adopt additional inductive component (ECFC
model[9]) or multiple Cole systems[5][10] due to tissue het-
erogeneity. A simple 1st order Cole-Cole model is sufficient
(Fig. 4(d))which means less computations and higher accu-
racy of fitted parameters.

The disadvantage of pulse curve is that, in real measure-
ments, the pulsatile amplitude is only a small fraction (10%
or less) of the noise amplitude which introduces impedi-
ments to measure pulsatile amplitude accurately. In order
to overcome this, high sampling rates and/or additional
signal processing approaches are required which increase
computational complexities.

Some previous work is related to the method we pro-
pose. Yamakoshi et al.[11] showed that the changes in
the admittance produced by pulsatile in the human fin-
ger dipped in the electrolyte vanishes when the conductiv-
ity of the electrolyte is equal to that of the blood. How-
ever, this method is limited by strict experimental condi-
tions. Brown et al.[12] tried to characterize cardiac related
impedance wave measured in the chest and found contradic-
tions while comparing resulting cole-cole parameters with
those of blood. They demonstrated that the cardiac related
impedance wave was not from blood only but a structure
like ”blood-tissue” parallel pair and this impedance spec-
trum could be misleading if being directly used for blood
characterization.

In conclusion, we propose a new technique to calculate
in vivo properties of arterial blood based on measurements

of the cardiac induced pulsatile BIS signal in a finger. The
measured pulse curve is fitted using nonlinear curve fitting
method and a simple first order Cole-Cole model. This
method may potentially allow simplified measurement of
blood parameters for many biomedical monitoring applica-
tions. However, because of noise levels encountered in real
measurements, the methodology of obtaining accurate pulse
data is concern for the future research and development.
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